Architekturbüro Göbel

Architekturbüro Göbel
Palisadenstraße 22
64297 Darmstadt
Print this out, put it in an envelope and send it via snail mail, if you like.
F. 06151/ 50 60 49
Mr. Goebel,
please advise us with our project.
Download
Name 1
Name 2
Street
ZIP, City
Tel.
Fax
E-mail
Our Project

Our standard

high-price

modest

m2

Area of our site:
Site plan

mid-price

as attachment

Street, No
Zip, Place
Our program

as attachment

Time for planning
Time for construction
EUR

Cost circa
Etc.
I/We are

Private person(s)

Firm

Consumer acc. to § 13 BGB is a private person, a firm follows § 14 BGB.
Submission of this data does not constitute a contract. The data will be used to
produce a design of a contract which needs to be confirmed by the parties. If
we don't contract, the data will be discarded.

_________________________________
Place, Date, Firmstamp and Sign
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Architekturbüro Göbel

Contact data:
Dipl.- Ing.- Ralf Richard Göbel
Freier Architekt- AKH
Palisadenstraße 22
64297 Darmstadt
Telefon +49 6151 50 60 13
Fax +49 6151 50 60 49
E-Mail info at go-a.de (at durch @ ersetzen)
USt.-ID: DE196277945
No use of here provided data for advertising.
A remark to data security: We will save your data if you submit them to us. If
you send us an e-mail, there is chance that 'they' will read it. This can happen
too, if you encrypt your e-mail. So send us a paper letter via snail mail instead.
Overseeing Authority: Hessische Architekten- und Stadtplanerkammer,
www.akh.de, No. 13731. Regulations concerning the profession: Hessisches
Architekten- und Stadtplanergesetz (HASG). The profession "Architekt" is
legally protected according to "Hessisches Architekten- und Stadtplanergesetz".
We keep an insurance, as legally ordered, with the VHV, 30177 Hannover,
Germany.
Regulations concerning the fees: Honorarordnung für Architekten und
Ingenieure 2013 (HOAI), e.g. on the 'Gesetze im Internet'. If you do use any of
these fees calculators available in the internet, note, that you need special
knowledge on how to use them. This includes some legal things. If you haven't
this knowledge, don't use it.
Some of our performance is not regulated in the HOAI (Besondere Leistungen).
If there is a need for Besondere Leistungen and mostly there will be a need, the
fee can be freely agreed upon. It never will be zero.
Hint to due data, such as General data protection regulation: Read on Imprint
page
Copyright
What is different in germany from the US or UK in terms of copyright is the
personal right of the designer on the designed. This is called 'Urheberrecht' in
german. So noone can sell his personal right on the design to another firm or
person. Therefor I also claim the copyright of this site. Noone is allowed to copy
my website and sell archived copies to anyone. Noone is allowed to link or copy
images or text from this site to another, be it his own site or someone elses
site. Anyone who behaves contrarily, has no license to do so and by doing so
agrees, to pay a license fee in sum up to the author. Any commercial use is
prohibited. Designed by Ralf Richard Göbel 2004-2018.
Use, reproduction and linking only with my personal written approval. In legal
cases the place of the legal case (Gerichtsstand) is Darmstadt. (C) Copyright
Ralf Richard Göbel 2004-2018 all rights reserved - Alle Rechte vorbehalten.
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